Crossword Puzzle

ACROSS
5. Areas in a building that have their own walls, floor, ceiling, and door
6. The route or path to follow to get to a place
7. The male parent
8. To accept something as being true

DOWN
1. To get ready for something that will happen in the future
2. A building in which people, usually one family, lives
3. The actual facts about something
4. The period between birth and death

TRUTH WAY HOUSE ROOMS
BELIEVE LIFE FATHER PREPARE

Jesus Is the Way
John 14:1-14
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ENOUGH WAY HEARTS TROUBLED TRUST
THOMAS LIFE MIRACLES HOUSE SEEN
SHOW BELIEVE KNOW ROOMS LIVING
FATHER FAITH PLACE PREPARE TRUTH
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Maze Puzzle

FINDING THE WAY THROUGH THE MAZE
"I am the way, the truth, and the life."
John 14:6
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